Eagle Academy
School Accountability Committee
Aug 26, 2020 (Remote)
5:00-6:00 PM
Agenda and Minutes

Mission: Eagle Academy is committed to providing students with a relevant learning experience that facilitates personal and academic exploration. Is anchored by Growth Mindset principles, which include nurturing confidence, applauding determination, grit and embracing creativity.

Vision: Eagle Academy embraces a caring and positive family model empowering students to gain confidence and take initiatives building a fulfilling future founded on personal balance and healthy, nurturing relationships.

DCSD Strategic Themes
- Health, safety and social-emotional supports for students
- Positive and supportive culture
- Post-graduation guidance and preparation
- Aligned curriculum with flexible instructional delivery
- Equitable distribution of resources
- Recruitment, retention and development of high-quality employees

Eagle Academy SAC Membership:

Sue Mehrotra - Chairperson
Deena Brown – Vice-Chairperson/DAC Liaison-
Claudia Delgado – Community Member
Denise O’Malley – Parent Member
Andrea Rietsch – Teacher
Giuliana Battaglioli – Administrative Assistant/Registrar
Jeff Broeker - Principal

In attendance:
Rachel Brekke - Security Specialist
Ted Bathauer- SRO, City of Lone Tree
Becca Manzanares - Assistant Principal
Heather Clark - Volunteer Coordinator
Diane Fern- Social Worker/Mental Health
Whitney Talmage - Academic Counselor/Mental Health
Welcome
  ○ Check-in with SAC
  ○ Approve May 11, 2020 Minutes
    ■ Meeting minutes approved by Sue Mehrortra

Safety/Security Update
  ○ Community Report - Ted
    ■ Dealing with COVID (Compliance checks)
    ■ State & Gov’t orders
    ■ Increase in crime- Lone Tree also helped with riots
    ■ We have a lot of exposure to people so Ted wants to stay away from people to reduce exposure
    ■ Available @ 7pm
    ■ Ted will be replaced in January and Rickie Stagmire & Kelly
  ○ Security Updates - Rachel
    ■ COVID-19 Protocols
      ● Changes: Taking student temps before they enter: If over 100 have kids take off surplus clothes.
      ● No one has been turned away
      ● Mrs. Fern’s is the room to isolate room(following COVID isolation regulations)
      ● Arrows in hallways in duct tape that direct traffic flow along with masks
      ● Not many issues- friendly reminders and kids have been great
      ● Happy with how kids are coping

Personnel Changes
  ○ Math and English
    ■ Two changes right prior to coming back
    ■ Mrs. Samuel was replaced by Mr. Jensen and is doing an excellent job! Connecting well with the kids!
    ■ Mr. Martin was replaced by Dr. Rose- highly recommended
    ■ We also have a teacher working from home

Eagle Learning Options: Becca
  ○ Hybrid Schedule
    ■ 2-Cohorts
      ● Group A M/T In-person
      ● Group B W/Th In-Person
    ■ Remote on Off Days
  ○ eLearning
We decided to keep them under Eagle as opposed to managed by other teacher.

- We received permission to work with our own elearning
  
  Dr. Harnett handles the math and science
  
  Other staff are teaching Hybrid and an online group
  
  Self contained and already created
  
  Providing office hours and grading and reaching out to students
  
  Almost ¾ of students logged significant amount of time

  - About 32 Students
  - We devised a plan to keep all our kids under the Eagle umbrella

- We have an advantage using Edgenuity for a few years and have in house expertise

- **Volunteer/Community News:**
  
  - Summer Food Distribution - Heather
    
    - Spring, March - June
  
  - Volunteers, food distribution changes and services due to COVID - Heather
    
    - Can’t have volunteers in the buildings. But have wellness packs
    
    - We have groups bring food but in bags and grab and go
    
    - We have 3 dinners scheduled throughout the month
    
    - The students really appreciate it
    
    - Each groups A & B get all the parts
  
  - No mobile market. But finding resources through Lisa at Secor

- We had to take furniture out of the building
  
  - Heather got another storage unit and helped moved extra furniture

- We have a room fogger used 2 x / week and sprays Q23 in the rooms

- Teachers are cleaning between classrooms.

- Sanitizers everywhere

- **Mental Health**
  
  - Updates on how we are providing services during quarantine - Diane
    
    - Needs during long break (Mid-March until school started August 10)
    
    - How we are supporting student MH in both Hybrid and eLearning
      
      - Per Diane impressed with District initial response and offering resources last March
      
      - We had a Mental Health Intervention Website- broken down by school
      
      - Happy we can offer that
      
      - The district created a specific form for students when we first make remote contact and what will happen (like responsible to report concerns or duty to report)
- Eagle: Each MH has defined roles and responsibilities
  - Diane is IEP and regular education students
- Each MH is assigned to every student in Eagle. Reach out to all
- All new students have been contacted too.
- Use variety methods to contact students
- Mrs. Talmage is primary academic advisor but try to keep that her primary role
- Ms. Jensen and Ms. Garth counseling and small side teaching responsibilities. The three support social emotional, threat assessment and one on one
- Per Jeff, when we have break the kids check out but social emotional is a 12 month need. Calls can even increase over the summer
- Per Diane- we do note that we have limitations and cannot respond 24/7

- Testing
  - I-Ready - Andrea
    - We have given the
  - SAT - Whitney
    - No Spring to 11th, but has been moved to the fall.
      - Sept 23 we will have the SAT test
    - Spring will be traditional for 11th
    - The Graduation Competency has been waived for this year
  - ASVAB - Jeff
    - Can be a measure but waived and also have waived Community Service requirement
    - Still could be used for subsequent years when Competency comes back
    - We have it scheduled for Oct.- if they can. We will offer it to anyone who wants to take it.

- Budget - Jeff
  - SBB Cuts
    - We trimmed about 1.7% of the budget
    - Almost 30,000. He assured we would not lose positions though
  - How we prioritize our spending
    - We took field trips off the budget
    - We did not cut department budgets either
    - We did cut from the principal’s office budget- it was direct to kids
    - As we get through this year we will look at our budget closely
    - We may won’t have money left this year
    - If we get COVID under control we could do a field trip maybe
• **UIP - Andrea**
  - We did revisions. We have achievement this reporting year.
  - We had to also show growth in minority populations
    - IEP, Ethnicity & Free and Reduced Lunch
    - We have been tracking our kids that are identified and tracking their credits
    - We are showing consistent growth and achievement

• **Public Comment**
  - What about PTC? Per Denise O’Malley
    - Will be done remotely and sign in on the calendars
    - They will be 10 min Google Meet slots (6:30-8:20)

• **Future Meetings**
  - Nov 4 - No conflict announced
  - Feb 10
  - May 12
    - All meetings are from 5-6pm